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ABSTRACT
Tasks such as search and recommendation have become increas-
ingly important for E-commerce to deal with the information over-
load problem. To meet the diverse needs of different users, person-
alization plays an important role. In many large portals such as
Taobao and Amazon, there are a bunch of different types of search
and recommendation tasks operating simultaneously for person-
alization. However, most of current techniques address each task
separately. This is suboptimal as no information about users shared
across different tasks.
In this work, we propose to learn universal user representations
across multiple tasks for more effective personalization. In partic-
ular, user behavior sequences (e.g., click, bookmark or purchase
of products) are modeled by LSTM and attention mechanism by
integrating all the corresponding content, behavior and temporal
information. User representations are shared and learned in an
end-to-end setting across multiple tasks. Benefiting from better
information utilization of multiple tasks, the user representations
are more effective to reflect their interests and are more general
to be transferred to new tasks. We refer this work as Deep User
Perception Network (DUPN) and conduct an extensive set of offline
and online experiments. Across all tested five different tasks, our
DUPN consistently achieves better results by giving more effective
user representations. Moreover, we deploy DUPN in large scale
operational tasks in Taobao. Detailed implementations, e.g., incre-
mental model updating, are also provided to address the practical
issues for the real world applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the Internet era, large portals such as Taobao and Amazon often
contain hundreds of millions of items. It is difficult for users to
find their desired items. Tasks such as search and recommendation
have been utilized to address the information overload problem.
Personalization techniques are critical for these tasks because better
fitting personal needs can improve user experience and generate
more business value.
There has been a large body of research studying personaliza-
tion for recommendation [35], search [29, 32] and advertising [11].
Most of the research are based on matrix factorization (MF) [15] or
neighborhood methods [17]. More recently, deep neural networks
(DNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are introduced for
better performance. A lot of the previous works view the users
as an item set (or sequence) with some side information, and aim
to improve accuracy metrics such as Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
Many of these techniques have been successfully used in real-world
applications [5, 9]. However, most these traditional personalization
techniques focus on each individual task and build separate user
models, which is sub-optimal as valuable user information is not
shared across different tasks.
Different from most existing research, this paper focuses on the
perception of portal users in a holistic manner, i.e., a representation
which depicts a target customer in depth. The work aims at generat-
ing a general and universal user representation from multiple tasks
on the portal, which can produce better personalization results for
these tasks and can be transferred and utilized in new tasks. The
new representation can extract general and effective features from
complex user behavior sequences, and is shared and learned across
several related tasks. In particular, this paper proposes the Deep
User Perception Network (DUPN) that integrates the techniques
of RNNs, attention and multi-task learning. User representations
are modeled by the behavior sequences under different queries
for more real-time session-based inference. RNNs are used as the
building block to learn desired representations from massive user
behavior logs. A novel attention network is designed on top of the
RNN and learns to assign attention weights to items within the
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sequence by integrating all the corresponding content, behavior
and temporal information to generate different user representations
under different queries. By sharing representations and learning
within the multi-task setting, the user representations are made
more general and reliable.
An extensive set of experiments have been conducted with 4
tasks on the Taobao portal to learn the universal user represen-
tations. Evaluations on these 4 tasks show that the universal rep-
resentations by multi-task learning can generate more accurate
results than the setting of single-task learning. Furthermore, 1 new
task was introduced and the corresponding results demonstrate
the user presentations can be effectively transferred to the new
task. Furthermore, the new research was deployed in the online
e-commerce retrieval system of Taobao, and the Online A/B testing
results suggest it can better reflect users’ preference and generate
more business value. Besides, the deployed model also has substan-
tial advantage in efficiency. It is not necessary to build complex
models from scratch for individual personalized tasks separately,
which takes time and computing resources. In contrast, training
models using the learned representations can be much simpler. Fur-
ther more, realtime online inferring process of multi-tasks can be
much faster and takes less online CPU cost, because the results of
several tasks can be inferred once from the same network, instead
of several big networks.
The contribution of the paper can be summarized as follows:
• It proposes DUPN, a representation learning method based
on multi-task learning, which enables the network to gen-
eralize universal user representations. We demonstrate that
the shared representations can improve the performance of
learned tasks, and can be transferred and applied successfully
to other related tasks;
• It designs new attention and RNN based deep architecture
for modeling users and items in e-commerce tasks as se-
quences of behaviors. A novel attention mechanism with
query context is introduced to integrate all the correspond-
ing content, behavior and temporal information for learning
better vector representations of users;
• It thoroughly studies DUPN in both offline and online setting.
In particular, the research was deployed in the operational
system of Taobao search to capture users’ real-time interest
and recommend personalized results. Online A/B testing
shows that the search results returned by our model meet
users’ requirements better and generate more business value.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
a literature survey of most related previous work. Section 3 gives
the overview of the personalized ranking system of Taobao. Section
4 describes the proposed network architecture. Section 5 intro-
duces the experimental methodology and Section 6 presents the
experimental results and analysis. Section 7 provides some extra
guidelines of training, maintaining and updating the network in
Taobao search system. Section 8 concludes and points out some
future research directions.
2 RELATEDWORK
There are mainly two lines of research that are related to our work:
personalized recommendation with DNNs and RNNs, and multi-
task representation learning. As techniques of e-commerce search
and recommendation are similar, we survey both of them.
2.1 Recommendation with DNNs and RNNs
In recent years, there are growing number of research on studying
the recommendation and search personalization with deep neural
networks. One of the earliest related public researchwith neural net-
works uses Restricted BoltzmannMachines (RBM) for Collaborative
Filtering [24]. Salakhutdinov et al. model the user-item interaction
with RBM and show its high competitiveness. In last several years,
some research formulate Collaborative Filtering as deep neural net-
works and autoencoders. Wang et al. [31] employ neural network
to extract features from content information of items and then use
the extracted feature to enhance the recommendation performance.
Sedhain et. al [25] and Yao et al. [33] both model the Collaborative
Filtering with antoencoders, where two fully connected layers are
learned as encoder and decoder separately. Each user (item) is de-
noted as a vector, which is a row in the user-item rating matrix. The
vector can be represented as itself with antoencoders. Meanwhile,
network architectures have been well studied in literatures. Google
proposes a wide and deep network [7] for advantages of both deep
network and large scale sparse linear model. Microsoft proposes
deep structured semantic models (DSSM) [14] where a cosine loss
layer is introduced to make the model applicable on large-scale
search applications. There are also some works using DNNs on
specific domain recommendation. Neural networks are used for
recommending music in [30], news in [21]. Youtube illustrates their
video recommender system in [9] by embedding the users, videos
and queries in the portal. LinkIn proposes the job redistribution
model based on a modified wide and deep network [5].
The sequential characteristic of user behaviors on some applica-
tions makes RNNs a better choice for recommendation. A sequence-
to-sequence RNN model is applied to infer user’s future intents
based on their previous click behavior sequence in [12]. Tan et
al. [28] present several extensions to basic RNNs to enhance the per-
formance of recurrent models for session-based recommendation.
In the context of search-based online advertising, Zhai et al. [34]
investigate an attention-based RNN to map both queries and ads to
real valued vectors, achieving better advertising efficiency.
2.2 Multi-task Representation Learning
The success of machine learning algorithms generally depends on
data representation, because different representations can entangle
and hide more or less different properties of variation behind the
data [2]. Representations for a single task deep network can only
capture information needed by the task and other information of
the data is totally discarded. In contrast, multi-task learning allows
statistical strength sharing and knowledge transfer, thus the rep-
resentations can capture more underlying factors. The hypothesis
have been confirmed by a number of research, demonstrating the
effectiveness of representation learning algorithms in scenarios of
multi-task learning and transfer learning [3, 8, 16].
Figure 1: System Overview, {item1, item2, . . . , itemk } is the
candidate item set recalled by current user and query,
{ f1, f2, . . . , fn } is the ranking features for a corresponding
item, RankList is the final results presented to a user. Box in
yellow denotes that it’s a personalized task.
In some of the multi-task learning research, tasks are divided
into main task and auxiliary tasks. These works only care about
performance on one task, and the other tasks are helping to learn
better network structure or feature representations. In [26], the net-
work is trained to perform both the primary classification task and
one or more auxiliary tasks using shared representations. This work
shows that multi-task learning can provide a significant decrease in
classification error rate. Zhang et al. [36] optimize facial landmark
detection together with tasks of head pose estimation and facial
attribute inference, arguing that the performance of the main task
can be much better. In the other research, tasks are treated equally.
In scenarios of drug discovery, Ramsundar et al. [22] demonstrate
that multi-task learning accuracy increases continuously with the
number of tasks. Multi-task DNN approach of [18] is probably the
most closely related work to ours. It combines tasks of domain
classification and information retrieval, and demonstrates signifi-
cant gains over the former task. Ranjan et al. [23] design a method
called HyperFace, simultaneously learn tasks of face detection, land-
marks localization, pose estimation and gender recognition using
convolutional neural networks (CNN). Each task behaves signif-
icantly better than many competitive algorithms. Recently Chen
et al. [6] propose adversarial multi-criteria learning for Chinese
word segmentation (CWS). Each criteria is assigned with a task,
and adversarial networks are employed to distinguish criteria of
different dataset. Experiments show that joint learning on multiple
corpus obtains a significant improvement compared to learning
separately.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first piece of
study that uses deep multi-task representation learning to generate
general and transferable user representations for personalization
in operational e-commerce portal.
3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The overall structure of our retrieval system is illustrated in Figure 1.
The system maintains a collection of items. Given a query from the
user, the system retrieves items whose title containing the query
words, ranks the items, and presents the top ranked list to the user.
Ranking personalization plays a key role in our retrieval system.
In e-commerce retrieval system, ranking strategy is not only
based on the relevance of the items with respect to the current
query, user profile and item’s quality also play an important role.
Table 1: Examples of Ranking Features
Feature Name Description
Sales Volume The sales volume of a certain item
Rating Score Users’ ratings on a certain item
CTR A prediction of click through rate on items
Prediction using a logistic regression model
Price Preference How the item price matches the user
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Figure 2: General Model Architecture. Color of lilac denotes
the item, pink denotes the behavior properties and reseda
denotes the user representation. This color style is consis-
tent with all the figures of the network structure.
Particularly, user profile and behaviors can be used in several per-
sonalized tasks hierarchically. First, we may use them to infer some
hidden features of the user, such as price preference, favorite dress-
ing style, etc. Then, the inferred hidden features, together with the
original user profile, are used to produce some personalized ranking
features, such as price-matching score, personalized CTR predic-
tion, etc. Item’ s quality is also modeled as features, e.g., item’s
history sales volume. Some of the ranking features in our retrieval
system are listed in Table 1. There are tens of ranking features in
our online retrieval system. A personalized learning to rank (L2R)
model is finally trained to combine all these ranking features to-
gether. The L2R model is trained to learn the weights for different
ranking features based on the current user and query, and returns
the final rank list of items which maximizes the global conversion
rate or other business targets.
4 MODEL ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2 shows the general network architecture of DUPN. The
model takes user behavior sequence as input and transfers each
behavior into an embedded vector space. Then we apply LSTM [13]
and attention-based pooling to obtain a user representation vector.
LSTM helps to model the user behavior sequence and attention net
helps to draw information from the sequence by different weights.
By sharing representations between related tasks, we can enable
our model to generalize better both on our learning tasks and some
new tasks. We will first introduce each component of the encoder,
then discuss the settings of the multi-tasks.
4.1 The Input & Behavior Embedding
The input of DUPN is a user behavior sequence x = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN }
where xi indicates the ith behavior and is ordered by time. Each user
behavior contains a user-item interaction, such as click, purchase,
etc. So xi is described as a pair ⟨itemi ,propertyi ⟩, where itemi
indicates the Taobao product corresponding to ith behavior, and
propertyi describes the specific feature of the behavior.
Features of different scales are used to represent an item (itemi ).
Generalized features of shop ID, brand, category and item tags are
used to model its common factors while personalized feature of
item ID is used to model the unique factor. For long-tailed items and
new items, generalized features will play the leading role. While
for popular items, personalized features will dominate. Item tags
include item attributes and statistical features.
propertyi describes the specifics of a user behavior on a certain
item, including behavior type, behavior scenario and behavior time.
Behavior types include click, bookmark, add to cart and purchase.
Behavior scenario denotes where the behavior happens, such as
in search, recommender scenario or advertising. Behavior time
indicates the time gap between the behavior and current search,
workdays or weekends, in the morning or at night, etc.
We model different features separately and then concatenate
the embeddings to get the item representations. Each behavior xi
is represented by a multi-hot vector {x1i ,x2i , . . . ,xFi } which rep-
resents item features (ID, category, brand, etc.) and the behavior
property (scenario, type, time). F is the number of features of each
behavior, and x fi is the f
th feature which is a one-hot or multi-hot
vector. The input layer and the embedding layer are illustrated in
Figure 3. For item i , the behavior embedding layer transforms the
multi-hot vector xi = [itemi ,propertyi ] into a low-dimensional
dense vector resi = [ei ,pi ] (ei and pi represent the embedding of
itemi and propertyi respectively) by linear mapping, as is shown
in Equation 1:
resi = [W 1embx
1
i ,W
2
embx
2
i , . . . ,W
F
embx
F
i ],W
f
emb ∈ R
d femb×Vf (1)
where dfemb denotes the dimension of embedded vector of the
f th feature and Vf is the vocabulary size. The item embedding
layer reduces the dimensionality of the item features from their
vocabulary size to a much smaller size, thus regularizing the model.
Vocabulary size of items, brands, shops, categories and tags are
1G, 1M, 10M, 1M and 100K respectively. And the corresponding
dimensions are 32, 24, 24, 16 and 28. The behavior property is
embedded into 48 floats. To sum up, resi is a 172 dimensional vector.
4.2 Property Gated LSTM & Attention Net
Considering sequential characteristic of user behaviors in e-commerce,
the output of the item embedding layer {res1, res2, . . . , resN } is fed
into LSTM. LSTM updates a hidden state ht ∈ Rdh by the current
input rest and the previous hidden state ht−1in a recurrent formula.
Further considering traits of the two parts (et and pt ) of a behavior
(rest ), we propose a Property Gated LSTM where the behavior
property pt and item feature et are treated differently. Particularly,
1) pt cannot tell any speciality of the item or the user, but reflects
Figure 3: Behavior Embedding. Each behavior consists of an
item and some properties of the behavior.
the importance of each behavior, so we treat it as a very strong
signal in the gates of LSTM (described in (2),(3) and(5)). In other
words, what to extract, what to remember and what to forward are
extensively affected by pt . 2) et , which tells the item features and
implies user interests, is the only input for LSTM (described in (4)).
The full Property Gated LSTM model is formulated as follows:
it = σ (Weiet +Wpipt +Whiht−1 + bi ) (2)
ft = σ (Wef et +Wpf pt +Whf ht−1 + bf ) (3)
ct = ft · ct−1 + it · tanh(Wecet +Whcht−1 + bc ) (4)
ot = σ (Weoet +Wpopt +Whoht−1 + bo ) (5)
ht = ot · tanh(ct ) (6)
where it , ft and ot represent the input , f orдet and output gates
of the t th object respectively. ct is the cell activation vector.
The output of Property Gated LSTM is another sequence h =
{h1,h2, . . . ,hN }. We apply an attention mechanism on the top of
Property Gated LSTM. The attention net architecture is shown in
Figure 4(b). In the model, we consider each vector hi as the repre-
sentation of ith item, and represent the sequence by a weighted sum
of the vector representation of all the items. The attention weight
makes it possible to perform proper credit assignment to items
according to their importance to current query. Mathematically, it
takes the form as follows:
reps =
N∑
t=1
atht ,
at =
exp(attention(ht ,q,u,pt ;ω))∑T
t=1 exp(attention(ht ,q,u,pt ;ω))
(7)
where at is the weight for each hidden state ht , attention(·;ω)
is the attention net which is a two-layer fully connected net and
takes query embedding q, user profile u, the t th hidden state ht ,
and the behavior property pt as input. reps is the representation
of the sequence. The user representation rep is the concatenation
of reps and u (embedding from user profile), which is a 256 dimen-
sional vector. Note that, similar to Property Gated LSTM, pt also
contributes to the attention weight and ht is the objective of the
attention mechanism.
4.3 Multi-tasks
This paper is aiming to generate universal user representations. As
shown in Figure 2, after obtaining the user representation, we define
several related tasks to learn simultaneously. For each task, the other
tasks are viewed as regularizations. By sharing representations with
multi-task learning, we can enable the user representations general
(a) Property Gated LSTM
query
a1
user
Element-wise +
Element-wise x
64(ReLU)
128(ReLU)
64(ReLU)
128(ReLU) 128(ReLU)
64(ReLU)
128
h1p1 h2p2 h3p3
a3a2
(b) Attention Net
Figure 4: Property Gated LSTM and Attention Mechanism.
and reliable. We define five tasks illustrated in Figure 5. Though all
the tasks are trained offline, they should make realtime predictions
online, as user behaviors change over time.
Click Through Rate Prediction(CTR): CTR task takes user
representation repi and current item representation ei as input, and
aims to learn the probability that user repi clicks item ei . The pre-
dicted item CTR can be used as a personalized feature for ranking.
CTR prediction is a classification task and the loss function is the
likelihood defined as follows:
LCTR (α ) = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
[yi loд(score(repi , ei ;α ))
+ (1 − yi )loд(1 − score(repi , ei ;α )]
(8)
where repi denotes the user representation of the ith sample which
is the output of the attention net, ei denotes the item representa-
tion,and yi denotes the label of the ith sample, which is set to 1 if
user i clicked item and 0 otherwise. score(repi , ei ) is a function that
maps repi and ei to a real valued score, indicating the probability
whether the user will click the item. We implement score(·;α ) with
another shallow neural network as illustrated in Figure 5(a).
Learning to Rank(L2R): Personalized L2R task takes user rep-
resentations and ranking features as input, and aims to learn the
weights of the ranking features to maximize the conversion rate.
We use point-wise L2R in our work. The loss function is defined as
Equation 9:
LL2R (θ ) =
∑
i
ni loд(1 + exp(−yiweiдht (repi ;θ )T ri )) (9)
where yi ∈ {−1,+1} is the label of ith sample, ni ∈ R indicates
the sample weight which is different according to different user
behaviors types. Generally, the weights are pre-defined by some
business rules, e.g. the weight of a purchase instance is usually
higher than a click instance. ri ∈ Rm is the ranking features (some
are listed in Table 1),weiдht (repi ;θ ) is a function which maps repi
to am-dimensional vector which indicates the weights of ranking
features. The net architecture is illustrated in Figure 5(b).
Price Preference Prediction(PPP):We treat user price prefer-
ence prediction as amulti-class classification task.p = {p1,p2, . . . ,pk }
denotes the k classes of item price, each pi indicates a price range.
p1 is the cheapest range and pk is the most expensive range. This
task is actually predicting the price range of item that the user is
going to purchase. The loss function is defined as Equation 10:
LPr ice (σ ) = −loд(σy (z))
s .t .σi (z) =
exp(zi )∑k
j=1 exp(zj )
, i = 1, . . . ,k
zi = predict (rep, i;γ )
(10)
where y ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,k} is the label, zi is the predicted score of class
i , zi takes user representation rep as input, predict (rep, i;γ ) is a
function maps user representation rep to a real valued score and
σi (z) indicates the probability that the user prefers price range i . In
our work, the item price is divided into 7 levels.
Fashion Icon Following Prediction(FIFP): In Taobao, there
are a lot of fashion icons who provide fashion suggestion for wear-
ing, making up, etc. Common Taobao users may follow some of
them. FIFP is somehow a diverse task reflecting user relations. It
takes user representation repi and features of the fashion icon fi
as input, and aiming to learn the probability whether user repi will
follow fi . FIFP is also a classification task and the net architecture
is shown in Figure 5(d).
Shop Preference Prediction (SPP): Taobao is an e-commerce
portal on which billions of sellers operate their own online shops.
In this task, we predict the preferred shops of each user. The task
is not simultaneously trained as one of the multiple tasks, but is
treated as a transfer task for the well learned DUPN model and user
representation.
5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Dataset Description: Experiments are conducted on a large-scale
offline benchmark dataset. The overall offline benchmark dataset
consists of 5 subsets corresponding to 5 different tasks. About 6×109
instances are drawn from the daily log files of different scenarios
in Taobao, describing the user historical behaviors and the label of
each task. We use samples across 10 days for training and evaluate
on the data of the next day. Instances in the large-scale data set are
shuffled and split into smaller batches, each of which includes 1024
instances.
Online Environment: We deployed the algorithm in the op-
erational Taobao search system. Two tasks of DUPN will directly
affect the ranking performance. First, the task of CTR produces an
estimate click probability as a feature for ranking. Second, the task
of L2R combines all the ranking features and produces a final rank-
ing score. Besides, the task of PPP is also applied for user analyzing.
The three tasks are predicted simultaneously in real time.
128(ReLU)
User Representation
256
Item Embedding
128
1(Sigmoid)
CTR
128(ReLU)
Item Features
Encoding
(a) CTR task, item embeddings are
shared in DUPN
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26
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256
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Fashion Icon Features
Fashion Icon embedding
128
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128(ReLU)
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256
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Shop embedding
64
Encoding
128(ReLU)
1(Sigmoid)
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64(ReLU)
User Representation
256
(e) SPP, a task for validating the
transferability
Figure 5: Net architecture of different tasks, user representation is shared by different tasks.
There are more than 100 million unique users searching for
products in Taobao search each day, from which 10% are randomly
selected as the experiment group for A/B testing.
Experimental Configuration: We set the hyper-parameter
configurations as follows. The length of the behavior sequences
is set to 100. We apply dropout [27] to the output of all fully con-
nected layers and the dropout rate is set to 0.8. L2-regularization is
also applied to prevent the neural networks from overfitting. The
proposed network is trained with SGD, using AdaGrad [10] and a
learning rate of 10−3.
We train DUPN utilizing a distributed TensorFlow [1] machine
learning system, using 96 parameter servers and 2000 workers, each
of which runs with 15 CPU cores. The system can train 400 batches
per second and the total training process takes more than 4 days.
6 EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare DUPN with some competitive models
proposed in recent literatures. First we demonstrate advantages of
the proposed network architecture on our learning tasks. Then, the
transferability and generalization of the learned user representa-
tions are verified. Finally, we give the performance and case study
in the operational environment.
6.1 Offline Comparison of Different Networks
We use the following representative state-of-the-art methods on
our benchmark dataset to highlight the effectiveness of DUPN. In
these experiments, the tasks are learned independently.
Wide: A linear logistic regression model widely used in large-
scale search systems. User profiles, item features and rich cross-
product feature transformations are the model input. We use the
Follow the-regularized-leader (FTRL [19]) as the optimizer.
Wide&Deep [7]:Amodel combines a logistic regressionmodel
and a deep neural network together, to maintain the benefits of
memorization and generalization. AdaGrad and FTRL are used as
optimizers in deep side and wide side separately. In the deep side,
the sizes of the 3 hidden layers are 1024, 512 and 128.
DSSM [14]: The model was proposed for representing the text
strings. In this study, we apply DSSM to model the similarity of
the user-query and the item. In each instance, the user-query are
encoded by 3 hidden layers with the size of 1024, 512 and 128, the
items are encoded with the same net structure. Then the preference
are calculated by the cosine similarity.
CNN-max [37]:Amodel uses CNNwith max pooling to encode
the user behavior history. We apply window sizes from one to ten
to extract different features, and all of the feature map have the
same kernel size of 64. A max pooling layer is added on the top of
feature map, the output is then passed to a fully connected layer to
produce final user embedding.
DUPN-nobp/bplstm/bpatt: Sub-models of DUPN, in which the
behavior property is not used, only used in the gates of LSTM and
only used in the attention net respectively.
DUPN-all :The full proposed model in this paper.
DUPN-w2v :a sub-model of DUPN, in which the item embed-
dings are pre-trained by word2vec [20], instead of in an end-to-end
manner. In the pre-training procedure, we treat each user’s behav-
ior sequence as a sentence, and the sentences from all the user
compose the word2vec learning document.
We evaluate the performance of different models for the multiple
tasks separately. For CTR, L2R, FIFP, and SPP tasks, Area Under
the Curve (AUC) is used to investigate the effectiveness. And we
use precision as the evaluation metric for the task of PPP. The
comparison results are presented in Table 2.
The first 4 rows of Table 2 report the results of some state-of-the-
art baselines. Of all the baselines,Wide &Deepmodel and CNN-max
model are shown to be competitive. Rows 5-8 show the results of
DUPN and some of its sub-models. Performance of DUPN-nobp is
similar to CNN-max. DUPN-bplstm and DUPN-bpatt perform much
better than the baselines and DUPN-nobp, the behavior properties
prove to be effective, when they are used both in the gates of LSTM
and in the attentionmechanism. DUPN-all outperforms all the other
models.
The last row reports the result of DUPNwith pre-training. DUPN-
all outperforms DUPN-w2v about 2.0% in terms of AUC of L2R,
2.4% of CTR, 3.6% of FIPP and 6.0% in terms of precision of PPP.
The precision improvement is especially outstanding and we prove
that end-to-end learning can improve the model training when we
have a large enough training set. Item embeddings pre-trained by
word2vec mainly depend on the item co-occurrence, so it can only
learn the similarity of the items. In contrast, DUPN-all can extract
more distinct information of the items such as popularity.
6.2 Single Task VS Multi-task
Each task can be learned independently or together with the other
three tasks. By sharing shallow features and representations be-
tween related tasks, we can enable our model to generalize better
(a) the comparison of L2R task (b) the comparison of CTR task (c) the comparison of PPP task (d) the comparison of FIFP task
Figure 6: Comparison of single task and multi-task on L2R, CTR PPP and FIFP task respectively. x-coordinate stands for
the learning iterations with space interval 100000 and y-coordinate presents the evaluation metric. The curve of AUC and
Precision is smoothed by the contiguous batch points.
Table 2: Comparison of Different Models
L2R CTR FIFP PPP
AUC AUC AUC Precision
Wide 0.70502 0.68266 0.71839 34.094%
Wide & Deep 0.71581 0.69957 0.74581 38.581%
DSSM - 0.68961 0.72035 -
CNN-max 0.72391 0.70735 0.73803 39.904%
DUPN-nobp 0.73307 0.70221 0.74082 39.394%
DUPN-bplstm 0.74583 0.72139 0.75337 42.926%
DUPN-bpatt 0.73901 0.71303 0.75927 41.350%
DUPN-all 0.75005* 0.72519* 0.77323* 44.011%*
DUPN-w2v 0.73091 0.70127 0.73749 38.079%
for all learning tasks. We prove the above benefits by comparing
single task learning with multi-task learning.
We experiment on the benchmark dataset with four single tasks.
As shown in Figure 6, the learning process can be divided into 2
periods. In the first period the AUC increases rapidly while in the
later period the AUC grows slowly and persistently for several days.
This is mainly because of the imbalance of the features. Some of the
features are frequent such as item tags while some other features
are very sparse such as item IDs. Frequent features can be learned
quickly as they appear in most of training instances but sparse
features need a much longer learning period as they are included in
less instances. However sparse the features are, they all contribute
to the high AUC or precision of DUPN.
A more important thing we observed is that the multi-task learn-
ing performance outperforms single task learning in all the tasks.
Sub-figures(a)(b) and (d) show the performance of L2R, CTR and
FIFP tasks trained with single task and multi-task learning respec-
tively. Multi-task learning converges faster from the very beginning
and gains about 1% improvement than single task finally. The pre-
cision of price preference task increases from 40% to 44% shown in
sub-figure(c) and it is a statistically significant improvement over
other baselines. The 4 comparisons demonstrate that multi-task
learning enables the model to extract more useful information and
learn general representation that are helpful for each task.
Though the improvements of some tasks are not so significant,
one model for multiple tasks are much more applicable than several
independent models. For a realtime online system such as ranking,
some of the tasks (e.g., CTR CVR and PPP) should be inferred
simultaneously, so a nonnegligible advantage is that one model
takes much less CPU cost, memory and response latency.
6.3 Representation Transferability
DUPN is trained to obtain universal user representations. In this
subsection we verify that if the user representations could be easily
transferred into new related tasks.
Supposing that DUPN with 4 tasks has already been applied
online, and we want to further predict the shop preference of the
users (described in Section 4.3). Generally we have four choices as
follows:
End-to-end Re-training with Single task (RS). Shop prefer-
ence is treated as a single task using the architecture of DUPN. The
sophisticated model is retrained independently and the learning
process is the same as that in former 4 tasks.
End-to-end Re-training with All tasks (RA). DUPN model
is retrained for shop preference together with the other 4 tasks.
Through the other 4 tasks are learned together, they are auxiliary
tasks helping to learn general features.
Representation Transfer (RT). This method directly uses the
learned user representations from the existing DUPN, instead of
employing a large-scale and complex new network. A simple and
Figure 7: Comparison of 4methods of training a related new
task, i.e., shop preference. x-coordinate stands for the learn-
ing iterations with space interval 100000 and y-coordinate
presents the evaluation metric of AUC.
shallow network is used for the classification task, where the user
representations and the shop features are the only inputs.
Network Fine Tuning (FT). A shallow network for the new
task is added on the representation layer of DUPN. The learned
model of DUPN is used as an initialization, and the whole network
is fine tuned for the new task.
Figure 7 illustrates the results of the four methods. Firstly, we
can observe that FT and RA both achieve the best result while FT
has a higher rate of convergence. The corresponding AUC is 2.5%
higher than RS and 3% higher than RT. This comparison proves
that the existing DUPN model can well extract general features
from user behavior sequence. Fine tuning is a appropriate method
for a new related task and any kind of retraining is not necessary.
However, the problem is that the new task introduce a new big
model, which will bring more online memory and CPU cost, and
higher response latency.
To prevent the online search service from toomany complex deep
models, RT is another proper method for the new tasks. The rate of
convergence of RT is the highest because of its smallest parameter
space. As training process goes on, final AUC of RT is exceeded by
other training methods, however the gap is only 0.5% compared to
RS and 3% compared to FT and RA. In spite of the slightly lower
AUC, RT may be more welcome for an online system due to its
simplicity and higher inference efficiency. The comparison shows
that the user representation can be directly used in related tasks
such as shop preference, achieving a higher rate of convergence and
a fine performance. The results also demonstrate the generalization
capability and transferability of the user representation.
6.4 Case Study of Attention
In DUPN, attention-based pooling is used to determine the im-
portance of different items in the user behavior sequence under
a certain query and user. Section 6.2 illustrated the effectiveness
of attention mechanism and in this subsection we further give
some presentational cases on how attention pooling works in the
e-commerce scenario.
We first randomly select an online customer of Taobao to study
the query impact of attention-based pooling. The attention weights
Figure 8: Examples of attention weights with different
queries to a specific user behavior sequence. The higher at-
tention weights of the item, the darker color of the grid.
of different items in the selected behavior sequence under different
query are visualized in Figure 8. The last row denotes the items
sequence ordered by behavior time, to the right are new clicks. Each
one of the first 4 rows is a group of attention weight assignment
under a certain query. As we can see, when the user searches "dress",
we find that attention layer highlights weights of dress than jacket
or hat while electronic products get rare attention. Similarly, the
historical items of hat gain more importance than other items when
searching "hat", and when we issue the query "laptop", earphone
and cellphone dominate most. The above cases illustrate that the
attention mechanism in DUPN can successfully extract information
related to the context while eliminate irrelevant items.
We further study how the behavior properties affect the attention
mechanism. Properties of behavior type and time are intensively
examined. Behavior types include click, bookmark, add to cart and
purchase, and behavior time are split into several buckets. Heat
map matrix of Figure 9 represents the attention scores of each
behavior type-time pair. We can have several observations of this
figure. Firstly, different types of behaviors contribute differently in
generating user representation. Purchase behavior is generally the
most important since the colors of its heat distribution is overall
darker than other behavior types. Behaviors of click and add to cart
are less important and behaviors of bookmark take least attention.
Secondly, attention scores are greatly affected by the behavior time.
Recent clicks take more attention than earlier clicks, because user
interest may change over time and recent behaviors can represent
her(his) latest interest. Same regularity can be found in behaviors
of bookmark. However, very recent purchase behaviors seem to be
less crucial than older ones. This is because purchase usually means
one’s shopping demand is temporarily satisfied. Heat distribution
of cart seems similar to purchase, except that the cart behaviors
within 5 minutes are still very important because in this time period,
products in the cart usually have not been bought.
6.5 Online A/B Testing
This subsection presents the results of online evaluation in Taobao
search system with a standard A/B testing configuration. We con-
cern most on two important commercial metrics, i.e. CTR and sales
volume. Besides, we also compare the precision rate of price pref-
erence prediction on DUPN with former online model based on
MaxEnt [4].
Table 3 reports the results of improvement of CTR, sales volume
and price precision rate when we apply DUPN on the operational
search system. The results show that CTR can increase 2.23% and
sales volume can increase 3.17% in an average of 7 days. The overall
Figure 9: Heat map of of attention weights with different
behavior types of different time.
(a) Recall rate of Price Level (b) Precision of Price Level
Figure 10: Online effect comparison of price preference task.
It is a 7-label classification problem, 2 sub-figures report the
recall rate and precision on each of the labels.
Table 3: Online A/B Testing
Day CTR Sale PriceImprove Improve Precision
1 2.32% 2.93% 34.4%→ 43.5%
2 2.17% 3.15% 32.6%→ 44.2%
3 2.13% 3.26% 32.9%→ 44.7%
4 2.21% 3.07% 33.3%→ 45.1%
5 2.31% 3.23% 33.0%→ 43.7%
6 2.27% 3.37% 32.3%→ 43.9%
7 2.19% 3.19% 34.8%→ 44.6%
Average 2.23% 3.17% 33.2%→ 44.2%
price precision can also increase from 33.2% to 44.2%. Figure 10
presents a more detailed result of the precision and recall on each
price class. Recall rate of 7 classes is balanced and recall of DUPN
is 2% to 10% higher than MaxEnt. Precision of different classes is
more diverse, while DUPN still outperforms MaxEnt in all classes,
especially for the cheapest items and the most expensive items.
7 PRACTICAL GUIDELINES ON MODEL
IMPLEMENTATION
This section provides some practical guidelines on large scale neural
network model implementation in Taobao search system.
Daily incremental updating: Because user preference may
change over time, and items, brands or styles go in and out of
fashion, frequent model updating is necessary. However, although
the model is trained in a distributed TensorFlow system of 2000
workers, each of which contained 15 CPU cores, it still takes three
or four days to train data of 10 days. So, we adopt the method of
incremental learning to solve this problem, where the model is
trained with data of 10 days only for the first time, and is fine-tuned
with new data day by day later. By doing this, the training time can
decrease to less than 10 hours and the model can fit better in the
online environment. By incremental updating, the model can be
fine-tuned everyday with latest online data, while by learning only
once, new data and old data are treated equally.
Network disassembly: When a user issues a query, Taobao
search system should calculate scores for about ten thousand of
items, meaning that the large scale network should be inferred ten
thousand times. This is unacceptable for a real-time system with
high demand of computing efficiency.
An additional advantage of DUPN is that the network architec-
ture is splittable. As user features and item features are not crossed
in the shallow layers, we can divide the integrated network into
two parts. The first part includes generating of user representations
and tasks only based on the representations, such as PPP. This
part of the network takes most of the calculations. The second part
only includes tasks based on both user and item representations.
Network structure of this part is simple and has much smaller com-
putational requirements. Under a certain query, the input of the
proposed network on the first part is fixed, denoting that it may
infer only once. After obtaining the user representations from the
first part, shallow network on the second part forwards thousands
of times for CTR prediction and ranking scores of the items.
8 CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a robust and practical user representation learn-
ing algorithm in e-commerce named DUPN. LSTM and attention
mechanism help to model heterogeneous behavior sequence, and
behavior properties facilitate valid LSTMmemorizing and attention
weights allocation. Benefiting from better information utilization
of multiple tasks, the user representations are more effective to
reflect their interests. We further provide some practical lessons of
learning and deploying the large operational deep learning model
in an operational e-commerce search system.
An extensive set of experiments are provided to show the com-
petitive performance of DUPN and generality and transferability
of the user representation. Detailed discussion of some case stud-
ies are also provided to show the insight of the how the attention
mechanism works. DNPN has already been deployed on the online
e-commerce search system of Taobao. Online A/B testing results
show that our model meets user’s preference better and improves
customer’s shopping efficiency.
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